
 
 

AWARD-WINNING AIR CARRIER JSX EXPANDS FLIGHT SERVICE BETWEEN 
OAKLAND AND LAS VEGAS TO RENO-TAHOE STARTING MAY 21, 2021 

 
Flights depart and arrive at private terminals on 30-seat jets for a crowd-free, super-safe, 

and simple travel experience 
 
(DALLAS, TX) – April 14, 2021 – JSX—the revolutionary hop-on jet service that is leading the 
charge for simple, fast, and enjoyable air travel experiences—is expanding its regular flight service 
between Oakland (OAK) and Las Vegas (LAS) to and from Reno-Tahoe (RNO) starting Friday, 
May 21, 2021. By flying between private terminals on 30-seat jets, JSX is uniquely positioned as 
one of the only crowd-free alternatives to public air travel––a major win for travelers wanting to 
avoid the worry and stress of crowded terminals and packed planes this Spring and Summer to the 
‘Biggest Little City in the World.’  
 
Now available for booking online via the JSX website, JSX offers Oakland and Las Vegas residents 
an affordable way to experience the wonders of Reno-Tahoe with a crowd-free travel experience 
from departure to arrival.  
 
In its fifth year of operation, JSX is dramatically improving air travel for thousands each month by 
offering the comfort and hassle-free experience of flying between private terminals on 30-seat jets. 
Travelers heading to the stunning Sierra Nevada Mountains region arrive just 20 minutes before 
departure and can seamlessly check-in up to three complimentary free bags. Once onboard, 
customers can kick back with business-class leg room along with free snacks and drinks, including 
cocktails. JSX saves customers up to two hours compared to traditional airlines, meaning travelers 
can spend less time getting there and more time exploring all that Reno and the surrounding Lake 
Tahoe area has to offer.  
 
The new flights from Oakland and Las Vegas complement JSX’s existing service to Reno-Tahoe 
from Orange County and Burbank.   
 
Oakland (OAK) to/from Reno-Tahoe (RNO)  

▪ Flights will operate between Oakland and Reno-Tahoe starting May 21, 2021 
▪ Flights operate twice daily on Monday, Thursday, Friday and Sunday. 
▪ Flights operate between 9351 Earhart Road, Oakland, CA 94621 and 485 S Rock Blvd., 

Reno, NV 89502 
▪ Fares start at $99 one way 

   
Las Vegas (LAS) to/from Reno-Tahoe (RNO) 

▪ Flights will operate between Las Vegas and Reno-Tahoe starting May 21, 2021 
▪ Flights operate twice daily on Monday, Thursday, Friday and Sunday. 
▪ Flights operate between 5616-A Haven St., Las Vegas, NV 89119 and 485 S Rock Blvd., 

Reno, NV 89502 
▪ Fares start at $99 one way 

 
Recognized by Fast Company as one of the “Most Innovative Companies” of 2020, JSX has 
established West Coast and Texas networks and amassed a reputation for joyful, simple, and 
reliable air travel by carving out a new category of flying it calls ‘hop-on jet service’ for all.  
 
“We are pleased to expand our service for Oakland and Las Vegas residents to and from Reno-
Tahoe this Spring for safe, simple, and socially distanced getaways as domestic travel takes off,” 



states JSX CEO Alex Wilcox. “With the easing of travel restrictions, our distinctive form of flying 
allows JSX to quickly pivot to serve destinations people want to fly to while eliminating the hassles 
and headaches associated with congested airports, irksome middle seats, and long TSA lines.” 
  
JSX Simpli-Fly Enhances Customer Safety 
JSX – recognized by Airline Passenger Experience Association (APEX) as the 2020 “Best Overall 
in North America” air carrier – has introduced a new meaning to ‘safe travels’ via its Simpli-Fly 
program, allowing customers to skip the crowds, hop on, and simply fly. 
  
Features of the program include: 

▪ Increased aircraft and lounge sterilization throughout the day and full-aircraft, non-toxic 
electrostatic spraying every 30 days. 

▪ HEPA filters and fresh air circulation every 2-3 minutes onboard –– 5x more per hour than 
a hospital. 

▪ No middle seats or overhead bins and a maximum of 30 customers per flight. 
▪ Contactless, real-time, AI-enabled thermal Temperature Measurement Machines (TMM) at 

every airport. 
▪ Fast deplaning and limited bag handling, with bags delivered moments after arrival. 

  
For more information or to book, please visit the JSX website. 

 
### 

About JSX 
Founded in 2016, JSX is a hop-on jet service that’s faster on the ground, more comfortable in the 
air, and competitively priced. Honored by Airline Passenger Experience Association (APEX) as the 
2020 “Best Overall in North America” air carrier and by Fast Company as one of the “Most 
Innovative Companies” of 2020, JSX offers many industry-leading features including: 

▪ Allowing customers to arrive just 20 minutes before their flight from beautifully appointed, 
spacious private terminals 

▪ No long check-in lines and fast, effortless security that far exceeds TSA requirements, 
including thermal and weapons screening 

▪ A bright, spacious, modern cabin interior featuring 30 leather seats with business class 
legroom, no middle seats, and power outlets at every row 

▪ Added complimentary amenities for all customers such as two checked bags (including 
golf bags, skis, and snowboards), drinks, snacks, and cocktails inflight 

▪ Deplaning and baggage retrieval within minutes of arrival 
  
JSX currently serves Burbank (BUR), Concord/Napa (CCR), Dallas Love Field (DAL), Houston 
Hobby (HOU), Las Vegas (LAS), Los Angeles (LAX), Oakland (OAK), Phoenix (PHX), Reno-Tahoe 
(RNO), San Diego (SAN), Destin (DTS), and Orange County (SNA). The carrier also offers 
seasonal service to Salt Lake City (SLC). JSX flights may be booked directly through www.jsx.com, 
the JSX mobile app, or through codeshare partner JetBlue. JSX’s luxuriously appointed 30-seat 
jets may be chartered for group trips, corporate events, or other travel needs. For a custom quote, 
please contact 800-iFLYJSX or email charter@jsx.com. 
  
Diversity & Inclusion 
JSX remains committed to championing equality, diversity, and inclusion in the community. As an 
air carrier, JSX connects loved ones, colleagues, and businesses everywhere it flies, and is not 
just nondiscriminatory, but highly and intentionally inclusive.  
  
JSX works closely with the following organizations to actively create opportunities for people 
everywhere it flies:  

▪ Partnership and membership with OBAP (Organization of Black Aerospace Professionals), 
NGPA (National Gay Pilots Association), Women in Aviation International, Latino Pilots 
Association, PPOT (Professional Pilots of Tomorrow), and AWAM (Association for Women 
in Aviation Maintenance)  



▪ Recognized by the Human Rights Campaign with a 100% score on the 2020 and 2021 
Corporate Equality Index, based on benefit programs, policies, and practices 

▪ Awarded with the “Top Workplaces USA” recognition in 2021 by Energage  
▪ Strategic partnerships with various Historically Black Colleges and Universities, creating 

intern and job opportunities for students not normally exposed to career paths in aviation 
▪ The first air carrier certified as Autism-Aware by Autism Double Checked 

  
 


